Name__________________

3rd Grade December Puzzlers
Research It!! Social Studies Challenge
List the top 10 states in our country with the greatest population
according to the 2010 census. Order them largest to smallest.

STATE

POPULATIO I 2010

PROBLEM SOLVING: Four friends attend the same school and each one has a different
favorite subject. Each subject is taught by a different teacher. Can you work out the subject
each student likes best and the name of her teacher?
1. The subject Karen likes best is taught
Student
Subject
Teacher
by Miss Dexter.
2. Tina's best subject is home economics.
3. Mr. Carter teaches science.
4. The subject Amy likes best is taught
by Miss Jones but it isn't art.
5. One of the students is Chloe, one of
the teachers is Miss Simpson and one
of the subjects is music. .

Return this optional enrichment sheet to Mrs. Connell when you complete it!

Website of the Month

Holidays on the Net
Visit this website http://www.holidays.net

Explore a few different holidays listed on the site. You can see more holidays around the
year by clicking on the Our Celebrations tab on the left. Using information on the site, fill in
the chart below. For the two blank lines choose any two holidays you’d like to look up.
Celebration

When, where and by who
is it celebrated?

One fact you found interesting...

Diwali
Christmas
Hanukah
Ramadan

WORD WHEEL PUZZLE
P uz
zle o
How many words can you make from the letf th
M
ont h e
ters in the wheel? Each word must contain
the hub letter I. Can you find one 9 letter
word and at least 8 words with 4 or more letters?
No proper nouns (names) allowed!
The 9 letter word is...

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Solve this
0 x 1 x 2 x 3 x
4 x 5 x 6 x 7 x 8 x
9 x 10 =

___________

List your other words below.

